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Outline 
•! Results (still preliminary) from strangeness production 

analysis (based on updated ICHEP analysis) 
–!Distributions of KS, !, and "# versus rapidity and 

transverse momentum normalized to NSD events 
–!Production ratios N(!)/N(KS) and N("#)/N(!) 
–!Average pT and fits to pT distribution 

•! Plan for future work on strange particle production 
–!Normalize to events defined by event observables 
–!Addition of $# 
–!Baryon asymmetries 
–!Determine effect of event multiplicity 

•! Plan for work on identification of charged hadrons using 
dE/dx measurements. 
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Strange particle reconstruction 
•! Data are from March#May, 2010 including 9 million events at 0.9 

TeV and 35 million events at 7 TeV. 
•! Online selection required activity at one end of the detector 

(Beam Scintillation Counter at 3.23 < |%| < 4.65) in coincidence 
with colliding beams (from Beam Pickup Detectors) 

•! Offline selection required >3 GeV of energy in both forward 
calorimeters (HF) covering 2.9 < |%| < 5.2 and a primary vertex. 

•! Select V0 candidates by combining two oppositely charged into a 
vertex which is separated from the primary. 

•! Select "# candidates by combining ! candidate with track of 
correct sign into a vertex which is separated from the primary 

•! Particles produced at the primary must point back to primary and 
daughter tracks must miss the primary. 

•! Misidentification of KS as ! (and vice versa) removed with explicit 
mass cuts. 

•! All results combine charge-conjugate states 
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Strange particle yields 
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Efficiency determination 
•! Define efficiency as reconstructed particles from all events 

divided by generated particles from NSD events. 
•! Use either truth matching or fit to signal to determine the 

number of reconstructed particles. 
•! V0 efficiency is measured in 2D bins of pT and |y|.  Thus, 

discrepancies between production in MC and data do not 
affect efficiency.  

•! "# efficiency is measured in 1D bins of pT and |y|. 
–!Each MC "# is weighted by |y| (pT) to match the data when 

measuring pT (|y|) efficiency.  This reduces effect of mismatch 
in production between MC and data. 

•! Define efficiency as all reconstructed particles divided by 
generated prompt particles.  Also weight MC to increase 
production of non-prompt !’s to better match data.  
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Efficiency vs. pT and |y| 
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•! Efficiency includes acceptance, trigger + event selection 
efficiency, reconstruction and selection criteria efficiency, 
and branching fractions. 
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Calculating number of NSD events 
•! Efficiencies are used to correct the data to NSD events 

–!Efficiency = (# of reconstructed) / (# of generated in NSD 
events only). 

–!Applying this efficiency effectively removes contribution from 
SD events.  Also done in trigger eff calculation. 

•! Trigger efficiency is calculated two ways 
–!Apply track weighting to MC and measure efficiency 
–!Measure trigger efficiency versus tracks, apply inverse as 

weight to data, and count number of weighted data events.  
Trigger eff = 0 for less than 2 tracks so get fraction of events 
with tracks < 2 from MC and scale. 

•! Use 1st method (difference taken as systematic) 
•! Corrected yields are divided by this number. 
•! Difference between number of selected events and calculated 

number of NSD events is 9% at 0.9 TeV and 6% at 7 TeV. 
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pT distributions per NSD event 
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Rapidity distributions per NSD event 
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Production ratios 
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Summary of strangeness production results 
•! Measurements of strangeness production at &s = 0.9, 7 TeV. 
•! pT distributions show average pT increases with particle mass 

and center-of-mass energy and that KS has longer tail than ! 
and "#.  PYTHIA has broader pT distribution which is sensitive 
to version/tune. 

•! Increase in KS, !, "# production from 0.9 to 7 TeV (1.69, 1.73, 
1.92) is similar to results from charged particles (1.67) and 
different from PYTHIA (1.42, 1.47, 1.51).  

•! PYTHIA deficit of KS particles, 15% (28%) at 0.9 (7) TeV, is 
consistent with charged particles.  However, deficit of ! and "# 
is worse.  Most extreme case: at 7 TeV, only 37% as many "# 
are produced in PYTHIA compared to data. 

•! Production ratios, N(!)/N(KS) and N("#)/N(!) show no rapidity 
dependence and no dependence on center-of-mass energy.  
PYTHIA pT distributions sensitive to tune/version. 
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Future plans for strangeness production 
•! Add the $# 
•! Measure baryon#antibaryon asymmetries 
•! Normalize to easily identifiable event characteristic 

rather than NSD events 
•! Measure effect of track multiplicity 
•! Perhaps measure baryon polarization 
•! Another group is working on K* and '* production. 
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Production of identified (/K/p particles 
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•! CMS can use dE/dx to 
separate charged particles at 
low momentum.  Results at 
right from strips only. 

•! Work is ongoing to integrate 
pixel information as well. 

•! Comprehensive calibration 
and validation program. 

•! Will be used to produce 
physics measurements of: 

•! pT distributions of (, K, p (particle and antiparticle separately) 
•! Ratios of particles versus pT 
•! Effect of particle multiplicity including pT  vs. track multiplicity 



Backup 
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V0 reconstruction 
•! Fit pair of oppositely charged tracks to common vertex 
•! Track requirements 

–!From collection of generalTracks + minimum bias tracks. 
–! !2/dof < 5 
–!Miss primary vertex by >3) (3D) 

•! Vertex requirements 
–! !2/dof < 7 
–!Position >5) from primary (3D) 
–!No track hits >4) inside vertex 

•! Require V0 point to primary within 3) (3D) 
•! Reject if consistent within 2.5) of other V0 mass hypothesis 
•! Low pT !’s (pT<0.6 GeV/c) require additional cuts to remove 

background: 
–!Daughter tracks miss primary vertex by >(7-2|y|)) (instead of 

3)) where y is the ! rapidity 
–!3D vertex separation from primary >10) (instead of 5)) 
–!2D vertex separation from beamspot >5) (instead of no cut) 
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"# reconstruction 
•! Fit ! and correctly-signed 
 track to common vertex 
•! Proton (pion) from ! must miss                                     

primary in 3D by > 2) (3)) 
•! ! vertex > 10) from primary (3D) 
•! Pion from "# must miss primary                                             

in 3D by > 4) 

•! "# vertex fit probability > 5% 
•! Require "# point to primary within 3) (3D) 
•! "# vertex separated from primary by > 2) (3D) 
•! Invariant mass of ! daughters reconstructed as (+(# must 

be > 20 MeV/c2 from KS mass. 
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Lifetimes 
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•! To verify the MC simulation, lifetimes were measured using 
the same reconstruction and efficiency correction procedure. 

•! After correction, lifetimes are approximately exponential. 
•! The first bin has low efficiency and statistics due to the 

vertex separation requirements which can lead to 
deviations.  An actual lifetime measurement would use the 
reduced proper lifetime, starting the clock after the cut. 

•! Nevertheless, reasonable agreement is found with the PDG. 
preliminary! preliminary! preliminary!
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Uncorrelated systematic uncertainties 

•! Effect of MC production evaluated using D6T, P0, PYTHIA8 
•! Comparison of kinematic weighting and 2D binning 
•! Effect of non-prompt !: varied amount in MC by 50% 
•! MC fidelity evaluated by varying cuts 
•! Understand MC efficiency from lifetime (use difference between 

measured and PDG except 2% for KS & ! since difference <1%) 
•! Fit mass with signal shape from MC. 
•! Check of alignment using MC rather than START conditions. 
•! Check effect of beam spot using MC with bad beamspot. 
•! Check effect of uncertain detector material by measuring 

efficiency with maximum reasonable interaction cross section. 
•! Check effect of bad antiproton cross section in GEANT4 by 

looking at !, !bar asymmetry and efficiencies. 
Identified particle production at CMS 
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Correlated systematic uncertainties 

•! Use difference between two calculations of trigger efficiency. 
•! Account for unknown SD amount by measuring trigger 

efficiency varying SD contribution by ±50%. 
•! Account for modeling uncertainty using different MC: 

PYTHIA6 D6T, PYTHIA6 P0, PYTHIA8. 
•! Vary track weighting using two alternative requirements 

when measuring track multiplicity: 
–!Require primary vertex (and use the 2-track weight for the 

events with tracks *2). 
–!Require primary vertex (as above) but no HF requirement. 

•! Branching ratio uncertainties from PDG. 
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Systematic uncertainties 
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0.9 and 7 TeV results 
are consistent.  We use 
the higher statistics 7 
TeV values. 
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Average pT vs &s 
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Plot of average pT 
versus center-of-
mass energy for 
strange particles. 
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Comparing pT 
distributions 
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Production ratios 
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Average dN/dy vs &s 
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Plot of dN/dy at y+0 
versus center-of-
mass energy for 
strange particles. 
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Production rates 
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